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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Ulaanbaatar Urban Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program  supports the 
Ulaanbaatar City masterplan in improving the living conditions in Ulaanbaatar through the 
development of a network of livable, competitive, and inclusive subcenters in the ger areas. The 
Government of Mongolia and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) signed subsidiary loans and 
grant agreements to implement the Program through a multitranche financing facility. Combining 
spatial and sector approaches, the Program provides an integrated solution to respond to the 
growing demand for basic urban services and socio-economic facilities in ger areas. The 
development of subcenters as catalysts for growth in the ger areas includes financing core urban 
infrastructure and basic services, investments in socioeconomic facilities based on communities’ 
needs, and the improvement of service providers’ operations management. It also supports (i) 
community participation, awareness, and empowerment; (ii) urban planning and subcenter 
development; (iii) on-the-job training in project management and implementation; and (iv) sector 
reform initiatives necessary to support the program road map and policy framework. The Program 
is divided into three tranches or projects. The first tranche or project (the project) aim to upgrade 
two ger areas subcenters in Bayankhoshuu and Selbe. With about 1,400 households affected, 
the project is categorized A for involuntary resettlement. 

COMPLAINT ONE 

 
On 28 March 2018, the Office of the Special Project Facilitator (OSPF) received a complaint from 
a group of affected people (AP) alleging damages and negative impacts due to land acquisition 
and property valuation of the project. The Complainants were supported by two Mongolia-based 
nongovernment organizations (NGOs), Oyu Tolgoi (OT) Watch and Zurgaan Buudal Citizens’ 
Rights Protection. A similar complaint was forwarded by the same AP to the Complaints 
Mechanism of the European Investment Bank, a cofinancier of the project. The complaint to ADB 
Accountability Mechanism was determined eligible after an OSPF fact-finding mission in April 
2018. Review and assessment of the complaint was conducted from 27 April to 3 May 2018. The 
review and assessment report was finalized and published on 31 August 2018.  
 
Key stakeholders of this complaint’s problem-solving process are the Complainants; their 
supporting NGOs, OT Watch and Zurgaan Buudal Citizens’ Rights Protection; Ulaanbaatar Urban 
Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program’s program management office (PMO); 
Municipality of Ulaanbaatar City (MUB); including its relevant agencies such as Land 
Management Agency (LMA), and ADB project team.  
   
A series of round table discussions were conducted and culminated with the signing of a complaint 
resolution memorandum of understanding (MOU) on 2 July 2018. The MOU served as the guiding 
document for the case-by-case negotiations initiated in June 2018 and concluded on 14 
September 2018. Negotiation meetings with the PMO facilitated by OSPF for each Complainant 
ranged from a minimum of one to a maximum of eight negotiations on value of assets, livelihood 
restoration, economic and business reimbursement, transitional and moving assistance, and 
allocation of land plots to nontitle holders. OSPF also customized a capacity building program to 
equip Complainants with communication and negotiation skills prior to the negotiation process. 
Throughout the problem-solving process, equal engagement of all stakeholders was assured 
through joint meetings where issues were discussed and addressed. Apart from building parties’ 
trust, the extensive meetings ensured agreed actions were or will continue to be implemented.  
   
From 109 Complainants, 92 claims were resolved in favor of the Complainants through case-by-
case negotiations. This means that an agreement was reached on land and asset value to be 
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compensated. Twelve complainants were found as non-affected, four refused to sell their land 
because of land legacy and unreasonable demand for a compensation package which was much 
higher than stipulated in the MOU, and one passed away. 
 
As part of the problem-solving process and in consultation with stakeholders, an implementation 
and monitoring plan was developed. On the basis of the agreed implementation and monitoring 
plan, it was concluded that the problem-solving process for this complaint had reached its final 
stage, and the problem-solving report was issued on 7 January 2019. OSPF continued to monitor 
the implementation of the agreed course of actions and a monitoring report was issued on 8 July 
2019. 

COMPLAINT TWO 

 
On 29 March 2019, OSPF received a second set of complaints from APs. A total of 39 families 
from the dam area and heating plant construction site in Selbe subcenter were represented by 
the two of the same NGOs, OT Watch and Zurgaan Buudal, which represented the APs in the 
first complaint.  
 
The main issues raised in the second complaint relate to land and property valuation, livelihood 
restoration, and loss of access to social services. OSPF declared the complaint eligible since the 
stakeholders for this complaint were the same and the issues were similar to the first complaint 
and the approach to resolution, including using the original MOU as a basis for negotiations was 
possible.  

IMPLEMENTATION OF AGREED COURSE OF ACTIONS 

 
Following a series of discussions with stakeholders, in 4 July 2019 the Mayor issued an ordinance 
A/677 (Appendix 2) approving to pay a total of MNT3,134,991,240 for the additional compensation 
for land, immovable property and assets including transitional assistance of 473 households 
affected by the road, pipelines, and other physical works to be built within the scope of the Selbe 
and Bayankhoshuu subcenters development. The APs including many of the second group of 
Complainants have received their additional compensation between 2019 and 2020.  

On 17 September 2019, the First Deputy Mayor signed an agreement with the PMO to secure 
adequate (i) land plots or (ii) social housing units as an option to land plots (based on the choice 
of the household) to be provided to 253 nontitle holder households affected by land acquisition 
and resettlement of the project. This facilitated the subsequent case-specific negotiations with the 
nontitle holders which concluded in July 2020.  

There are a total of 52 nontitle holders from complaints 1 and 2. Forty-four are receiving land with 
basic public services (water supply is existing and the project is providing new connections to 
electricity and sanitation), eight nontitle holder Complainants decided to choose the social housing 
provision option. On 19 May 2020, a Mayor’s ordinance A/675 was issued to allocate the land to 
144 nontitle holders who are affected by the land acquisition under the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger 
Areas Development Investment Program, out of which 29 are nontitle holder Complainants. Land 
possession certificates for these 29 Complainants’ households were issued in September 2020. 
Land for the remaining 15 nontitle holder Complainants was approved for allocation by a Mayor’s 
ordinance on 21 October 2020. Land possession certificate for these 15 nontitle holder 
Complainants shall be issued in October 2020. 
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On 2 October 2020 the MUB  Housing Corporation submitted a letter to ADB committing  to allow 
nontitle holder Complainants to receive social housing through a rent-to-own scheme. The social 
housing apartments will be built in 2021 as agreed with the Complainants that selected this option. 

The MOU concluded between the parties on 2 July 2018 highlighted participation in a small-scale 
technical assistance (SSTA) which was prepared and implemented by the ADB project team and 
PMO to address issues related to loss of income and economic/livelihood opportunities. The 
SSTA for the Livelihood Support Demonstration in Ger Areas (LSDGA) approved by ADB 
Management on 23 May 2018 aimed to support the poor and vulnerable households who were 
affected by land acquisition and involuntary resettlement activities of the project (but not limited 
to Complainants). The LSDGA supports the broader livelihood restoration and improvement 
programs of PMO and MUB by testing and demonstrating how best this effort could be 
undertaken. Based on the successful implementation of the LSDGA in reaching out to 16 affected 
households Complainants for livelihood support and employment opportunities, ADB approved 
another transaction technical assistance (TRTA) targeting capacity building on livelihood support 
under the program in 2019 to further build capacities of PMO and MUB on integrating livelihood 
restoration in urban resettlement and land acquisition. Another nine affected households 
Complainants are in the process of being engaged under this TRTA. During the monitoring phase 
of the problem- solving process, participants of the livelihood restoration program expressed that 
they are very much satisfied with the vocational skills training they have received, and various 
other livelihood support activities designed for them.  

LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
The management of the problem-solving process—a truly collaborative effort by the 
Complainants, the supporting NGOs, OSPF, ADB project team, PMO, and MUB—was at times 
very challenging, required considerable adaptation to circumstances along the process, and 
generated a number of lessons. But at the end of the process, the collaborative effort was 
successful in resolving the issues and resulted in substantial improvements for the Complainants 
well-being while enabling the project implementation to proceed.  

 
Some of the key lessons learned are: 

 

• The continuous presence of a dedicated OSPF local mediation facilitator was essential for 
maintaining constructive dialogue among stakeholders. This gave the Complainants 
confidence that they were being listened to and had access to assistance when and where 
needed, and, in particular, achieved a consistent, systematic approach to community and 
household-level negotiations.  

• Quick responsiveness of all the parties to prevent the escalation of the complaints. 

• Similarly, the support to the Complainants by two NGOs strengthened the Complainants’ 
collective and individual voice and their understanding of their rights and options. The NGOs 
were also instrumental in flagging emerging issues to OSPF so that timely responsive actions 
could be taken. Strong support from EARD management, series of supervision missions by 
ADB project team and follow up with the stakeholders was critical for the successful resolution 
of issues. 

• Continuous communication and dialogue is essential with all parties. For example, changes 
at higher and mid-level MUB management led to several halts in the handling of grievances 
and requiring periodic persuasive measures to adhere to the agreed MOU. It is critical that 
top decision makers continuously and consistently support the problem-solving process. The 
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availability of senior OSPF and ADB management to weigh-in on these discussions when 
deemed necessary proved essential. 

• Need-based capacity building/training for various stakeholders engaged in implementing the 
course of actions outlined in the MOU reduced misunderstandings and improved trust among 
the stakeholders and improved the overall outcome of the problem-solving process. 

• Multiple government organizations are involved in various tasks and decision making (such 
as land and asset valuation) for the project but they are sometimes not fully aware of the 
issues raised in the complaints that relate to their actions. The problem-solving process 
enhanced dialogue and collaboration between such agencies, particularly the LMA and PMO 
based on the common understanding that grievances can affect the project implementation 
and delivery of results.  

• The livelihood restoration program required considerable upfront work in order to reach 
Complainants and others in need. If such work is undertaken at an early stage, it is likely to 
help reduce the risk of complaints and reduce socioeconomic disruptions of affected 
households.  

• The EA/IA and ADB commitment to the project is of paramount importance to ensure that, (i) 
a series of ordinances were approved by the Mayor, paving the way for the successful 
implementation of the MOU actions, and forming the basis for replication of these actions for 
non-complainants as well as for the affected persons in the subsequent tranches of the 
Program; and (ii) the design and scope of the project was adjusted to bring adequate physical 
and non-physical responses to the complaint in accordance to the MOU provisions. 

 
A critically important by-product of the problem-solving process was that the MOU created a 
precedent for re-evaluation and compensation for all project-affected people, not just the 
Complainants, resulting in about 473 affected households receiving additional compensation and 
livelihood restoration support.  

 
Due to the coronavirus disease restrictive measures taken by various countries, OSPF was 
unable to conduct the complaint closing mission in 2020. However, the team will conduct a post-
closure review mission in 2021 to review the progress on the actions specified in para. 48. The 
ADB project team has also committed to continue to monitor continued implementation of the 
actions specified in the problem-solving MOU as part of their ongoing project supervision. 
 
In addition to this final report, OSPF problem-solving and related documents are available in the 
public domain in accordance with ADB’s Accountability Mechanism Policy and Access to 
Information Policy. 

 
 



 

I. BACKGROUND 
 

A. The Project 

 
1. The Ulaanbaatar Urban Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program (the 
program), approved on 17 December 2013, supports the Ulaanbaatar City masterplan in 
upgrading priority service and economic hubs (subcenters) in ger areas.1 The Government of 
Mongolia and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) signed subsidiary loans and grant agreements 
to implement the project through a multitranche financing facility program. The program is being 
implemented over a ten-years period and comprises three tranches. Combining spatial and sector 
approaches, it provides an integrated solution to respond to the growing demand for basic urban 
services and develop subcenters as catalysts for growth in the ger areas. The expected outcome 
of the program is a network of livable, competitive, and inclusive subcenters in Ulaanbaatar’s ger 
areas.  
 
2. The program involves financing core urban infrastructure and basic services along priority 
road sections, investments in socioeconomic facilities based on communities’ needs, and the 
improvement of service providers’ operation management. It also supports (i) community 
participation, awareness, and empowerment; (ii) urban planning and subcenter development; (iii) 
extensive on-the-job training in project management and implementation; and (iv) sector reform 
initiatives necessary to support the program road map and policy framework. 

 
3. Tranche/Project 1 of the program (the project) focuses on two subcenters, Selbe and 
Bayankhoshuu (see Figure 1). The Selbe community will benefit from (i) 6.7 kilometer (km) of 
road improvements including widening and resurfacing of existing roads to 14 meter (m) width 
apart from flood protection measures for a length of 2.4 km; (ii) construction and operation of a 
new heating plant  of capacity 26.8 megawatt, along with 9.97 km of main heating pipelines and 
14 substation centers for distribution of water and heating, which will substantially reduce reliance 
of 3,401 households residing in Selbe on burning of coal for heating and cooking and thus 
substantially improving air quality; (iii) improvement of water supply systems through new water 
supply networks of 6 km, construction of a water reservoir of 1,000 cubic meter (m³); (iv) 
construction of sewage collector mains of 9.77 km; (v) installation of 3.6 km of electric lines, 
construction of a substation and improvements to 1.7 km telecommunication networks within the 
subcenter;  (vi) construction of a kindergarten for 240 children to bridge the existing gaps in 
access to kindergarten services in the subcenter; and (vii) construction of a business incubator 
and vocational training center which will contribute to development of skills and enhance 
employment opportunities to the communities. See Figure 2.   
 
4. The Bayankhoshuu residents will benefit from (i) 7.42 km of road improvements including 
widening and resurfacing of existing roads to 14 m width including construction of bridges and 
flood protection measures for a length of 2.5 km, (ii) construction/extension of 6.67 km of main 
heating pipelines and 12 substation centers for distribution of water and heating, which will 
substantially reduce reliance of 4,514 households residing in Bayankhoshuu on burning of coal 
for heating and cooking and thus substantially improving air quality, (iii) improvement of water 
supply systems through new water supply networks of 5.05 km, and construction of a water 
reservoir of 1,000 m³; (iv) construction of sewage collector mains of 8.78 km, (v) installation of 4.2 
km of electric lines and substation and improvements to 2.8 km telecommunication networks 
within the subcenter  (vi) construction of a kindergarten for 240 children to bridge the existing 

 
1 Only 40% of Ulaanbaatar households live in apartments and serviced houses, the rest is living in underserved and 
substandard peri-urban areas, called ger areas, and have limited access to basic urban services as well as poor 
quality housing, causing high level of ground, water, and air pollution. 
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gaps in access to kindergarten services in the subcenter, and (vii) construction of a business 
incubator and vocational training center which will contribute to development of skills and enhance 
employment opportunities to the communities. See Figure 3. 
 
5. The safeguard categories are A for involuntary resettlement, B for environment, and C for 
Indigenous Peoples.2 According to the two land acquisition and resettlement plans prepared for 
Selbe Subcenter Roads and Infrastructure Component and Bayankhoshuu Subcenter Water 
Reservoir and Water Supply Component, the project is affecting 825 landowners (1,400 
households), including 342 fully affected and 458 partially affected.3   

B. The Complaints 

 
6. A group of 31 affected people (AP) supported by nongovernment organizations (NGOs) 
Oyu Tolgoi (OT) Watch, Zurgaan Buudal, and Land Acquisition and Citizens’ Rights and Interests 
submitted a complaint to ADB. The first complaint (Complaint One), received by the Office of the 
Special Project Facilitator (OSPF) on 28 March 2018, requested problem solving under ADB’s 
Accountability Mechanism Policy.4 OSPF acknowledged receipt and registered the complaint on 
2 April 2018. The Complainants alleged damages and negative impacts from the land acquisition 
and property valuation of the project, including that “their rights are severely violated in the 
process of land and property valuation for compensation for land acquisition and requested to 
resolve the following negative impacts on the Complainants: 

• lack of social impact assessment and meaningful consultation in the process of developing 
the project and announcement of land acquisition notice without due preparations has 
caused damages to affected persons; 

• lack of consultation on the methodology of valuation; 

• information not disclosed, not accessible, deceiving/misinforming citizens;  

• lack of official relationship and documentation; 

• ADB and European Investment Bank (EIB) safeguards policies have not been complied 
with; 

• land acquisition process carried out in the winter season;  

• using pressure and intimidation; 

• the oversight committee responsible for protecting APs’ interest is not fulfilling its mandate; 
and 

• provoking conflict between neighbors and family members.” 5 
 
7. Complainants initially requested confidentiality but in the interest of the problem-solving 
mediation process, they agreed to release their names to the program management office (PMO) 
through OSPF’s local mediation facilitator on 19 April 2018. The same complaint was lodged by 
the same Complainants with the Complaints Mechanism of the EIB, a project cofinancier. The 
EIB Complaints Mechanism has put the complaints on hold pending the problem-solving process 
started by OSPF. The EIB Complaints Mechanism will proceed to close the complaints following 
the issuance of this final report.  

 
2 https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-004/main#project-pds 
3 https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-004/main#project-documents 
4 http://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/problem-solving-process 
5 Excerpt from an original complaint filed on 28 March 2018 with OSPF.  

https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-004/main#project-pds
https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-004/main#project-documents
http://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/problem-solving-process
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Figure 1: Selbe and Bayankhoshuu Subcenters Map 
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Figure 2: Selbe Subcenter Location Map 
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Figure 3: Bayankhoshuu Subcenter Location Map 
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8. The second complaint (Complaint Two) from 35 households from the dam area and 
heating plant site in Selbe subcenter was submitted to OSPF on 29 March 2019. They were 
supported by two of the same NGOs which supported the APs in the first complaint. This 
complaint was also deemed eligible for problem-solving by OSPF since the stakeholders for this 
complaint were the same and the issues were similar to the first complaint and the approach to 
resolution, including using the original memorandum of understanding (MOU) (see Appendix 1) 
as a basis for negotiations was possible. The disputing parties agreed to combine Complaint Two 
problem-solving with the ongoing problem-solving process of Complaint One.   

9. The main issues raised in the second complaint relate to the following; 

• land and property valuation, 

• livelihood restoration,  

• grievance redress mechanism, 

• loss of access to social services, 

• livelihood loss at the heating plant site, and 

• retaliation.” 6 

C. Determination of Eligibility 

 
10. To determine eligibility of Complaint One, OSPF undertook a desk review of the project 
documents and the Special Project Facilitator (SPF) conducted an initial fact-finding mission from 
7 to 9 April 2018. The project area, including the road alignment which affects many of the 
Complainants, was visited and meetings were held with Complainants, other community members 
affected by the project who volunteered to provide feedback on the project impacts, ADB project 
team from East Asia Department and Mongolia Resident Mission, Municipality of Ulaanbaatar 
City (MUB), NGOs who signed a formal complaint on behalf of the Complainants,7 and PMO. The 
SPF determined that the complaint met the Accountability Mechanism Policy eligibility criteria and 
was declared eligible for problem-solving on 12 April 2018.  
 
11. To determine eligibility of Complaint Two, OSPF undertook a desk review of the project 
documents and information collected under Complaint One. During the eligibility determination 
period, four more Complainants submitted their complaints to the OSPF local mediation facilitator, 
which increased the total of Complainants under Complaint Two to 39.   

D. Review and Assessment 

 
12. A local mediation facilitator was recruited on 17 April 2018 as part of the OSPF team to 
facilitate day-to-day activities. The names of the Complainants were released to PMO and other 
project stakeholders on 19 April 2018. Although the formal Complainants were the 31 signatories 
to the complaint letter, during the review and assessment stage, there was a significant increase 
in Complainants to 109 households. This was due to additional Complainants’ claims submitted 
to the NGOs requesting to be included in the original complaint. At the onset, ground rules were 
agreed between the key stakeholders for case-by-case household negotiations including 
identifying the issues, ways to convene the negotiation meetings, clarifying the roles of 
representatives for the Complainants, and preparing official representation letters.  
 

 
6 Excerpt from an original complaint filed on 29 March 2019 with OSPF. 
7 A representation letter for two NGOs to support the problem-solving process on behalf of 66 Complainants from Selbe 
was issued on 28 May 2018. A second representation letter for a third NGO to support seven Complainants from 
Selbe and 6 Complainants from Bayankhoshuu area was issued on 14 June 2018. The remaining 31 Complainants 
assured that they would represent themselves in case-by-case negotiations.  
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13. A review and assessment mission for Complaint One was undertaken by OSPF in 
Ulaanbaatar from 27 April to 3 May 2018. The objectives of the mission included (i) to document 
the detailed history of the complaint and better understand the issues submitted by the 
Complainants; (ii) confirm the key stakeholders, identify additional issues, explore parties’ 
individual and shared interests; (iii) map out perspectives and explore stakeholders’ readiness in 
joint problem-solving and facilitate a dialogue between them; and (iv) recommend next steps and 
course of actions. The review and assessment included (i) documentation review; (ii) one-on-one 
and group interviews with the Complainants and PMO; (iii) workshops; and (iv) a round table 
discussion. The workshops were organized to consult and inform communities in Selbe and 
Bayankhoshuu subcenters on the safeguards policies and Mongolian law on land valuation. The 
round table discussion included representatives from the ADB project team, MUB working group, 
and PMO with the purpose of clarifying issues of concern and explore potential agreeable actions 
to move forward in the problem-solving process.  
 
14. During the review and assessment mission round table discussion with participants from 
PMO, ADB project team, and MUB working group facilitated by OSPF, MUB agreed in principle 
to measures proposed by OSPF to address the key issues from the Complainants, such as (i) 
options for replacement land for nonland owners; (ii) full land acquisition if the remaining land plot 
is unviable for the residents after land acquisition; (iii) option for replacement land to the 
landowners and non-title holders with small land plots; (iv) livelihood restoration; and (v) process 
for revaluation of land and assets. It was decided that these issues will be further fleshed out in 
detail together with all the stakeholders and built into a MOU between ADB project team, 
Complainants, MUB, NGOs, and PMO. Moving forward, it was agreed that the OSPF local 
mediation facilitator would facilitate the joint meetings among stakeholders to finalize the MOU 
and provide support on a day-to-day basis in the complaint resolution process.  
 
15. All stakeholders of the problem-solving process reviewed and provided inputs to the 
review and assessment report for Complaint One. The review and assessment report was 
finalized on 31 August  2018 and posted on the OSPF website8 in English and Mongolian 
languages.  
 
16. Review and assessment of Complaint Two was completed through desk review and in 
consultation with the key stakeholders. It was agreed to merge Complaint Two with the ongoing  
problem-solving process of Complaint One considering the urgency of addressing the issues and 
concerns raised by 39 complainants under Complaint Two. The same process of setting the 
ground rules agreed by key stakeholders for case-by-case household negotiations including 
identifying the issues, ways to convene the negotiation meetings, clarifying the roles of 
representatives for the Complainants, and preparing official representation letters for the advisor 
NGOs was facilitated by the OSPF local mediation facilitator. The OSPF local mediation facilitator 
started mediating and facilitating the case specific negotiations between the parties on 30 April 
2019 based on the general principles and agreements laid in the problem-solving MOU signed on 
2 July 2018.  

 
17. Complaint household locations are shown in Figures 4 and 5.  

 

 
8 https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-review-assessment-report.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-review-assessment-report-mn.pdf
https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year
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Figure 4: Complainant Household Locations in Selbe (Working Map) 
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Figure 5: Complaint Household Locations in Bayankhoshuu (Working Map) 
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II. NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENTS 

A. Complaint One 

 
18. As noted above, a series of round table discussions were held between key stakeholders 
facilitated by OSPF. An MOU was signed on 2 July 2018 by the ADB project team, Complainants, 
NGO representatives, MUB, and PMO outlining the various actions to be implemented, including 
the responsible parties, to resolve the concerns raised by the Complainants. The MOU served as 
the guiding document for the case-by-case negotiations facilitated by OSPF between parties, 
initiated on 15 June 20189 and concluded on 14 September 2018. The MOU specifies the 
amounts to be paid per unit of land under varying circumstances, general agreements to be 
applied to all case-by-case negotiations, timeline for the Mayor’s order issuance, contracting and 
compensation payments to the Complainants, vacating land, implementing livelihoods restoration 
program,10 conducting training on collaborative problem-solving approach and communication 
skills, and providing comparable land to nontitle holders who live on the same land plot with the 
title holders who are Complainants. Activities to resolve issues were as follows:  
 

(i) Capacity building. OSPF developed a customized capacity building training program for 
the Complainants on understanding conflicts, communication skills, preparing for the 
negotiation, and working as a team to attend negotiation.  
 
(ii) Case-by-case facilitation and day-to-day support. Although the complaints by each 
Complainant household were generally related to land acquisition, relocation, and 
compensation amounts, the nature of each household complaint was unique. Depending on 
the nature of the complaint, OSPF local mediation facilitator convened and facilitated the 
negotiation meetings in local language among the Complainant households living in the same 
land plot, representatives of PMO, MUB, Land Management Agency (LMA), ADB project 
team, valuation companies, and the representing NGOs. Negotiation meeting date, venue, 
and discussion points were agreed between the parties in advance through a shuttle 
negotiation approach. Parties negotiated on the assets value, livelihood loss, economic and 
business activities income loss and reimbursement amount, transitional and moving 
assistance to be provided to the Complainants, and the allocation of the land plot, transitional 
and moving assistance to nontitle holders living on the same land plot owned by the title 
holders—all based on the general agreement framework stipulated in the MOU signed on 2 
July 2018. The number of negotiation meetings with each Complainant ranged from one to 
eight. Together with the OSPF local mediation facilitator, disputing parties conducted joint site 
visits as needed during the negotiation phase in order to verify the facts and options raised by 
various parties. PMO and MUB legal department11 experts were invited to the negotiation 
meetings as needed when the Complainant’s case required technical knowledge and 
expertise. An extensive list of project related documents, facts, data, and other relevant 
materials were jointly or separately reviewed by the parties throughout the negotiation 
process. The negotiation agreement was recorded into a formal meeting minutes and signed 
by all participants of the meeting which served as the implementation agreement of each 

 
9 Case-by-case negotiations process started in June 2018 at the request of some Complainants and the land value 

was adjusted after 2 July 2018 for the Complainants negotiated earlier. 
10 ADB funded a supplemental small-scale technical assistance (SSTA) to design the scope and activities of the 

livelihood improvement program and strengthen the social impact assessment on affected households, including 
gender impact assessment, and assessment of the losses of livelihoods, economic & business activities in 
consultation with the affected households and their advisor NGOs. The assessment is based on a sample of 100 AP 
which are potentially or highly vulnerable. This report will provide a road map for the pilot livelihood restoration 
program to be implemented for the AP including the Complainants. 

11 Mr. T. Ganbold, lawyer of PMO, and Mr. B. Altansukh, legal specialist of the MUB’s LMA. 
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household. The documents were made available in both English and local language. The last 
negotiation meeting was held on 14 September 2018.   
 
(iii) Convening joint meetings. Equitable engagement of key stakeholders was assured 
throughout the problem-solving process. Depending on the representation authority provided 
to each NGO, NGOs participated in select case-by-case negotiation meetings. NGOs were 
also engaged in various working-level meetings with MUB, LMA, ADB project team, PMO, 
and Complainants. Discussion points including issues to be addressed were agreed by all 
stakeholders in advance prior to agreeing on final actions that were discussed during such 
meetings. Convening extensive working-level meetings among the parties, ensuring timely 
exchange of information and documentation in advance among the parties, ensuring the 
agreed actions are implemented with timely follow-up, including engagement of interested 
parties with varying roles in the meetings, has supported the parties build trust and make this 
problem-solving process more effective.  

 
19. From 109 Complainants, 92 claims were resolved12 in favor of the Complainants through 
case-by-case negotiations. This means that an agreement was reached on the compensation for 
land and asset value. Twelve Complainants were found as non-affected, four13 refused to sell 
their land because of land legacy and/or unreasonable demands for compensation packages that 
were much higher than agreed in the MOU,14 and one passed away. See Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Problem-Solving Results for Complaint One 

Description No.  % 

Resolved in favor of the Complainant, compensation has been paid 92 84.4% 

Complainant is non-project affected person 12 11.0% 

Refused to give the land 4 3.7% 

Passed away 1 0.9% 

Total 109 100% 

 
20. As a result of the problem-solving process, 35 nontitle holder Complainants from 
Complaint One have either received the land entitlement from the MUB or agreed to have social 
housing instead of the land. Mayor’s general ordinances A/421 (Appendix 3) and A/422 (Appendix 
4) on issuing the land for the nontitle holders were issued on 25 March 2020; and the follow up 
Mayor’s ordinance A/675 (Appendix 5) on allocating the land to all 29 nontitle holders of Complaint 
One and issuing the land possession certificates was issued on 19 May 2020. In September 2020, 
these nontitle holders are receiving their land possession certificates from the land management 
agency. Mayor’s ordinance A/1214 (Appendix 6) allocating land for one remaining nontitle holder 
under Complaint One has been issued on 21 October 2020. Five nontitle holders decided to avail 
of the social housing through a rent-to-own scheme, which will be facilitated by PMO and the 
Municipality’s Housing Corporation, as committed in a letter to ADB on 2 October 2020. See Table 
2. 

 
 
 
 

 
12 Summary of case-by-case negotiation results. 
13 At the request of these four Complainants, road alignment was shifted to avoid acquisition of their properties with 

which the negotiations were not successful. Meeting minutes were recorded to document such agreement and signed 
by all the participants of the meeting and consecutively PMO sent a written notice to these four Complainants that 
they are no longer affected by the project. 

14 General MOU to resolve the complaint signed on 2 July 2018.  
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Table 2: Information on the Nontitle Holder Complainants 

Description No. 

Nontitle holder Complainants received adequate land and compensation for impacted assets 30 

Nontitle holder Complainants agreed to have social housing instead of land 5 

Total 35 

Nontitle Holder Noncomplainants Benefited from the Problem-Solving 

Nontitle holder noncomplainants received adequate land and compensation for impacted 
assets as a result of the problem-solving with her/his landlord 

14 

Nontitle holder noncomplainants agreed to have social housing instead of land as a result of 
the problem-solving with his/her landlord 

2 

Total 16 

 
21. After Complaint One was lodged for problem-solving, a small-scale technical assistance 
(SSTA) was prepared by the ADB project team to address issues related to loss of income and 
economic and livelihood opportunities. The SSTA “Livelihood Support Demonstration in Ger 
Areas” (LSDGA) aimed to support the poor and vulnerable households who are affected by the 
land acquisition and involuntary resettlement activities of the project. LSDGA is a parallel program 
alongside the livelihood restoration and improvement programs of PMO and MUB. The purpose 
of LSDGA is to complement the PMO livelihood support program, and to demonstrate how best 
this effort can be undertaken. It targets project-affected vulnerable population identified by a 
previous socio-economic survey. Joint meetings between the ADB project team, SSTA 
consultants, NGOs, and PMO to discuss expectations on objectives and outcomes of the SSTA 
on livelihood restoration were convened resulting in an agreement to upgrade the activities to be 
carried out for the APs based on recommendations from the SSTA report.15  
 
22. The aim of the livelihood support demonstration program was to introduce suitable and 
sustainable livelihood support measures based on a thorough needs assessment. It employed 
participatory and qualitative approaches and developed livelihood measures tailored to the 
particular needs of affected households. Types and sizes of the supports provided by the program 
varied across APs. Each type of support was tailored to the AP’s specific needs. The specific type 
of support suitable for each selected AP was identified in consultation with the other APs and 
based on the findings of the needs assessment. This also reflected other factors such as support 
provided by other agencies and willingness and interest of the other APs to participate. The types 
of support given to the APs included increasing employability, building skills, and strengthening 
existing household businesses through the provision of necessary equipment and business 
coaching. Most highly vulnerable households received vocational training to increase their 
employability or gain new skills to create household businesses. Most households with home-
based income generation activities received equipment and business management training 
because they needed to upgrade their equipment and tools and to refresh their knowledge on 
business management.  
 
23. There were 16 Complainants under Complaint One, who benefited from the SSTA. Some 
of the beneficiaries of the SSTA shared their thoughts regarding the problem-solving process and 
their engagement in the SSTA. These are highlighted in Appendix 7. 
 
24. In November 2018, in consultation with all the parties, OSPF concluded that the problem-
solving process for this case had reached its final stage and the problem-solving report16 was 
prepared in both English and Mongolian languages on 7 January 2019. 
 

 
15 There have been recommendations on the SSTA study and report by all parties.  
16 https://www.adb.org/who-we-are/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-problem-solving-report-201901-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-problem-solving-report-201901-mn.pdf
https://www.adb.org/who-we-are/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year
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25. Discussions with a sample population of Complainants confirmed that they were satisfied 
with the compensation amounts they received and have been able to restore their losses including 

buying new apartments with the money they received. They appreciated the entire problem-

solving process and the partnership of all key stakeholders particularly PMO for their constructive 
engagement and dialogue with the Complainants. During the meeting, the Chair of OT Watch 
expressed the need to further strengthen the functionality of the grievance redress mechanism 
(GRM) and requested to analyze the systems, processes and procedures, and build the capacity 
of staff handling complaints. This resulted in a special case study by OSPF and ADB project team 
on the GRM of the project which will be published separately.  

 
26. On 8 July 2019, the monitoring report17 was issued in both English and Mongolian 
languages.  Since then, OSPF followed up closely on the progress of this complaint and continued 
to be engaged primarily in a monitoring role and facilitated further negotiations as needed. 
 
B. Complaint Two 
 
27. On 29 March 2019, OSPF received a second set of complaints (Complaint Two) from 39 
families from the dam area and heating plant construction site. They were represented by the 
same two NGOs, which represented the APs under Complaint One. The issues raised in this 
complaint relate to land and property valuation, livelihood restoration, loss of access to social 
services, amongst others. OSPF determined the complaint eligible and integrated it with the 
Complaint One’s problem-solving process upon consultation with the Complainants, MUB, NGOs, 
and PMO to resolve it. See Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Problem-Solving Results for Complaint Two 

Description No. % 

Resolved in favor of the Complainant, compensation has been paid 35 89.7% 

Complainant is non-project affected person 4 10.3% 

Total  39 100% 

 
28. As in the first complaint, OSPF conducted a customized capacity building training program 
for Complaint Two on understanding conflicts, communication skills, preparing for the negotiation, 
and working as a team to attend negotiation, prior to starting the case-by-case negotiations with 
each Complainant household. The number of negotiation meetings with each Complainant ranged 
from one to 11. The last negotiation meeting was held on 9 July 2020. 
 
29. There is a total of 17 nontitle holder Complainants from Complaint Two, of which 14 chose 
to receive the land entitlement from MUB and three agreed to have social housing through a rent-
to-own scheme instead of land. See Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Information on the Nontitle Holder Complainants 

Description No. 

Nontitle holder Complainants received adequate land and compensation for impacted assets 14 

Nontitle holder Complainants agreed to have social housing instead of land 3 

Total 17 

Additional Information  

Nontitle holder Noncomplainants received adequate land and compensation for impacted 
assets as a result of the problem-solving with her/his landlord 

6 

 
17 https://www.adb.org/who-we-are/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-monitoring-report-final-201907-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-monitoring-report-final-201907-mn.pdf
https://www.adb.org/who-we-are/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year
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30. A series of ordinances have been issued by MUB to pay the additional compensation for 
land, immovable property and assets, as well as allocating land to 14 nontitle holder affected 
persons. These included: 

• On 4 July 2019, the Mayor issued an ordinance approving to pay a total of 
MNT3,134,991,240 for the additional compensation for land, immovable property and 
assets, including transitional assistance for 473 households affected by the auto road, 
engineering pipelines, and network construction works to be built within the scope of 
the Selbe and Bayankhoshuu subcenters development work; and APs started 
receiving their additional compensation.  

• On 17 September 2019, the First Deputy Mayor signed an agreement with PMO to 
secure adequate land plots or social housing units options to be provided to 253 
nontitle holder households affected by land acquisition and resettlement of project; 
and the preparation work for proceeding with the case-specific negotiations with the 
nontitle holders is in progress.  

• On 25 March 2020, Mayor’s ordinance has been issued on invalidating the Sections 
“2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 23, 26, 30, 34, 42, 43, 44, 51, 52, 54, 59, 69, 70, 72, 73, 
81, 88, 91, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 102, 104, 106” from a list related to the Capital City’s 
Property Use and Management Department, annexed to the Mayor’s Ordinance A/287 
issued on 11 April 2019; and organizing the activities to allocate these land, which was 
retained at above mentioned 36 locations for possession of people affected by the 
land acquisition under the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas Development Investment 
Program.  

• Installation of main urban services transmission network, and connection of the power 
lines in Moringiin Davaa area by the project, which is the main area, where land is 
being allocated to the nontitle holders, has been completed in September 2020. 

• On 19 May 2020, Mayor’s ordinance has been issued to allocate the land to 144 
nontitle holders, who are affected by the land acquisition under the Ulaanbaatar City’s 
Ger Areas Development Investment Program. In September 2020, the LMA is in the 
process of issuing the land possession certificates to these nontitle holders. 

• On 21 October 2020, Mayor’s Ordinance A/1214 has been issued to allocate the land 
to the remaining 14 nontitle holders, who are affected by the land acquisition under 
the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas Development Investment Program. 

• Nontitle holder Complainants have been proposed and alternative option to have a 
social housing instead of allocated land, and three nontitle holders Complainants 
chose to have a social housing. As a part of the problem-solving process, it has been 
agreed by the parties that Municipality’s Housing Corporation will propose to the 
Complainants the following general criteria for social housing and rent-to-own scheme. 
More detailed criteria for social housing, rent-to-own scheme shall be mutually agreed 
by and between the Municipality’s Housing Corporation and APs: 

▪ Rent payment capability shall be determined based on a person’s monthly 
income.  

▪ Regular rent payment for a one square meter apartment shall be MNT6,000.  
▪ Rent shall be paid year by year. 
▪ The longest duration for rent-to-own scheme shall be 10 years. Currently the 

government allows 5 years. But we are working to extend it.  
▪ Person’s income shall be determined by Municipality’s Housing Corporation 

itself. 
▪ Persons can pay advance payment. This option is open to persons. If the 

person paid advance payment, they have a privilege of choosing the apartment 
first.  

▪ Maximum of 40% of the income shall be paid to the apartment rent.  
▪ Regarding the rent-to-own scheme, depending on the person’s monthly 

income, monthly rent fee shall range from MNT380,000 to MNT1 million. This 
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is an example, when the repayment duration is 5 years. If the repayment 
duration can be extended to 10 years, and/or advance payment is paid, then 
the monthly rent amount shall be much lower than this.  

▪ Municipality’s Housing Corporation shall not require other specific tough 
conditions from the project affected persons, as they will not qualify.  

 
31. The MOU includes provision of eco-toilet facilities by the project to the nontitle holders 
who have chosen the land. PMO has contracted a supplier to procure and install the eco-toilet 
facilities for the nontitle holder households through competitive bidding with financial support from 
ADB. The first group of nontitle holders shall receive their eco-toilet facilities in October 2020.18   
 
32. There are nine Complainants from Complaint Two, who are benefitting from the ongoing 
transactional technical assistance (TRTA). Appendix 8 presents the thoughts and appreciation 
regarding the problem-solving process and their engagement in the TRTA of some of the 
Complainant beneficiaries of the TRTA. 
 

III.  LESSONS LEARNED 
 
33. The continuous presence of a dedicated OSPF local mediation facilitator was essential for 
maintaining constructive dialogue among stakeholders. This gave the Complainants confidence 
that they were being listened to and had access to assistance when and where needed, and, in 
particular, achieved a consistent, systematic approach to community, and household-level 
negotiations.  
 
34. Similarly, the support to the Complainants by the two NGOs strengthened the 
Complainants’ collective and individual voice and their understanding of their rights and options. 
The NGOs were also instrumental in flagging emerging issues to OSPF so that timely responsive 
actions could be taken.  
 
35. The two complaints submitted to OSPF contributed to enhance continuous dialogue 
among stakeholders and built trust. It also helped stakeholders understand the importance of soft 
skills to communicate with each other and negotiate on a common solution. It also highlighted the 
importance of effectively addressing grievances. It is reported that “during the OSPF problem-
solving process, all stakeholders have engaged in a constructive way and developed an 
implementation plan.” Stakeholders engagement must be equitable and the presence of a 
dedicated OSPF local mediation facilitator improved communication among stakeholders.  
 
36. Since the Complaint Two problem-solving process was merged with that of Complaint 
One, the SPF decided to produce one integrated final report for both complaints, given that the 
same approach and principles have been applied to facilitate disputes between the stakeholders. 
Some of the key lessons learned from this two-plus year process are outlined below.  
 
37. Changes at higher- and mid-level MUB management led to several halts in the handling 
of grievances and this disrupted the implementation of the MOU between the parties on the two 
complaints. It took more time for new management at different levels to understand, buy-in, and 
continue supporting the implementation of the MOU. The current MUB management has 
expressed its commitment to implement the agreed course of actions. The lesson learned is the 
importance of allowing enough time and continuous oversight and dialogue for such large-scale 
complaints to secure and maintain the top decision-makers’ support in the overall problem-solving 
process. This was achieved in part because of the commitment and support of EARD 

 
18 PMO concluded the contract with the supplier of the eco toilet facilities on 1 October 2020 and MUB has approved 

the contract on 5 November 2020. 
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management, dialogue with the decision-makers, series of supervision and monitoring missions 
by the ADB project team, and handholding of the PMO in the implementation of the MOU actions 
was essential for the successful closure of the case 
 
38. Providing periodic capacity building and training for various stakeholders, including project 
implementation staff and consultants, on communication and soft skills to improve communication 
with APs and complaint handling can improve the flow of information and reduce 
misunderstandings among stakeholders. Based on feedback provided by participants from 
government agencies who attended OSPF capacity building workshops on communication and 
complaint handling, implementation of measures to address Complainants’ issues would be 
improved by engaging key decision-makers and project management authorities in such capacity 
development events. This would strengthen their buy-in of the problem-solving process, 
especially project level GRM, and sensitize them on the importance of efficient and effective 
complaints management and would highlight the implications of delays in addressing complaints.  

 

39. The complaints also enhanced dialogue and collaboration between LMA and PMO based 
on the common understanding that grievances can affect the project implementation and delivery 
of results. The MOU, creating a precedent for re-evaluation and compensation, also helped PMO 
to deal with similar cases of all APs without having to transfer them to the LMA. 

 
40. Although there was commitment demonstrated by Land Acquisition and Resettlement 
Working Group, LMA, and other staff, the interface between the executing agency and people 
was through valuation teams that comprised of junior staff and field enumerators who had very 
limited capacity on engagement with APs. This has been evolving and with concerted efforts since 
the complaint was escalated to OSPF, PMO, and LMA staff have demonstrated improved capacity 
on communication and soft skills. It is a joint learning that adequate human and financial resources 
need to be allocated in order to resolve the complaints efficiently in a timely manner at the earlier 
stage.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 
 

41. A total of 148 Complainants representing 170 households including their relevant non-
complainant non-title holders (about 510 persons) were directly engaged in the ADB independent 
Accountability Mechanism problem-solving process managed by OSPF. Among a range of social, 
environmental, and financial beneficial outcomes of the problem-solving process, of the 
Complainants: 

• 86% have received significantly higher compensation for their land than was originally 
offered. The remaining 14% were either the complainants found as non-affected or 
refused to sell their land because of land legacy and/or unreasonable demands for 
compensation packages that were much higher than agreed in the MOU. 

• about 80% had physical assets revaluated and received higher compensation for their 
assets than originally offered; 

• all of the non-title holders have or will receive land or apartments based on their household 
choice; and  

• 25 households of the most vulnerable Complainants received livelihood restoration 
support. 

 
42. Critically important additional benefits from the process was that the problem-solving MOU 
created a precedent for re-valuation and compensation for all project-affected people, not just the 
Complainants, resulting in about 473 project-affected households receiving additional 
compensation and livelihood restoration support. 
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43. NGO advisors of the complainants conducted the survey19 on overall land acquisition and 
resettlement process, compensation, and satisfaction of the OSPF’s problem-solving process, 
and 82 people have responded to the survey. According to this survey, 53.25% responded “they 
benefited from the problem-solving process”; 29.87% responded “they are satisfied”; 15.58% 
responded “sufficient”; 6.49% responded “not enough benefits”, which shows majority are 
satisfied.  
 
44. From receipt of the first complaint to the publication of this final report which effectively 
closes the case took about 2.5 years (Table 5). While this appears to be a lengthy process, it 
should be recognized that very little could be achieved during winter months in Mongolia—a total 
of about 9 months lost due to weather conditions. According to the national legislation, it is 
prohibited to carry out the land acquisition and resettlement activities from 15 September until 15 
May every year and any construction activities must discontinue during this period due to such 
severe weather conditions. 

 
Table 5: Complaint Resolution Timeline 

Key Milestones Complaint One Complaint Two 

Eligibility determination date 28 March 2018 29 March 2019 

Review and assessment mission 27 April–3 May 2018 - 

Shuttle diplomacy between parties April–July 2018 - 

Conducting capacity building training for the complainants April 2018 April 2019 

Signing of memorandum of understanding to resolve the 
complaint issues 

 
2 July 2018 

Facilitating case-by-case negotiations with the Complainants 
June–September 

2018 
May 2019–July 2020 

Compensation for land and assets paid to Complainants 
September 2018–

March 2019 
August–September 

2019 

Mayor’s Ordinance on issuing additional compensation to the 
project-affected people 

- 
July 2019 

 

Facilitating case-by-case re-negotiations with nontitle holder 
Complainants (due to the changes on land allocation for 
nontitle holders) 

May 2019–June 2020 
October 2019–July 

2020 

Mayor’s Ordinances on allocating land to nontitle holders 
issued 

25 March 2020 
19 May 2020 

21 October 2020 

Nontitle holder Complainants start moving to their newly 
allocated lands 

Spring–Summer 2020 

OSPF case closure 23 October 2020 

OSPF = Office of the Special Project Facilitator. 

 
45. The management of the problem-solving process—a truly collaborative effort by the 
Complainants, the supporting NGOs, OSPF, ADB project team, PMO, and MUB—was at times 
very challenging, required considerable adaptation to circumstances along the process, and 
generated a number of lessons. But at the end of the process, the collaborative effort was 
successful in resolving the issues and resulted in substantial improvements for the Complainants 
well-being while enabling the project implementation to proceed.  

 
46. The EA/IA and ADB commitment to the project is of paramount importance to ensure that, 
(i) a series of ordinances were approved by the Mayor, paving the way for the successful 
implementation of the MOU actions, and forming the basis for replication of these actions for non-
complainants as well as for the affected persons in the subsequent tranches of the Program; and 

 
19 Survey on the Complainants' satisfaction about GADIP's land acquisition, resettlement activities, compensation and 

OSPF's problem solving process conducted by OT Watch and Zurgaan Buudal Citizens Rights Protection NGO in 
August 2020. During one of the meeting with the NGOs, initial results have been shared with the OSPF local 
facilitator. NGOs have given the permission to use the survey data in the OSPF's report. 
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(ii) the design and scope of the project was adjusted to bring adequate physical and non-physical 
responses to the complaint in accordance to the MOU provisions. 

 
47. Quick responsiveness of all the parties to prevent the escalation of the complaints. 
 
48. Based on the formal ordinances issued by the Mayor, contracts concluded with the 
suppliers, completed actions and other assurances provided by PMO, MUB and ADB project 
team, OSPF has officially concluded its involvement in these two complaints after monitoring 
implementation of the mediated and facilitated agreements. The ADB project team and PMO will 
continue the implementation of a number of commitments as part of the mutually agreed actions: 

• provision of social housing to eight nontitle holder Complainants through rent-to-own 
scheme; 

• continue providing land possession certificate to the nontitle holders; 

• continue providing livelihood support activities to the Complainants who have requested 
to be a part of the program; and 

• continue providing eco-toilet facilities to the nontitle holders who have received the land 
upon settlement on their new land.  

 
49. Due to coronavirus disease restrictive measures taken by various countries, OSPF team 
was unable to conduct the complaint closing mission in 2020. However, the team will conduct 
post-closure review mission in 2021 to review the progress on the actions specified in para. 48. 
ADB has also committed to continue to monitor continued implementation of the actions specified 
in the problem-solving MOU as part of their ongoing project supervision. 
 
50. In addition to this final report, OSPF problem-solving and related documents (Table 6) and 
a short video are available in the public domain in accordance with ADB’s Accountability 
Mechanism Policy and Access to Information Policy. 
 

Table 6: List of Related Documents in the Public Domain 
Document Title Hyperlink 

Review and Assessment Report 
31 August 2018 

English 
Mongolian 

Problem-Solving Report 
7 January 2019 

English 
Mongolian 

Monitoring Report 
8 July 2019 

English 
Mongolian 

 

https://youtu.be/1ohKRIYdRCI
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-review-assessment-report.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-review-assessment-report-mn.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-problem-solving-report-201901-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-problem-solving-report-201901-mn.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-monitoring-report-final-201907-en.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/page/42458/mon-45007-004-monitoring-report-final-201907-mn.pdf
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MAYOR’S ORDINANCE A/677 
 

ORDINANCE OF THE CAPITAL CITY’S MAYOR  
 

 4 July 2019   Reference #: A/677   Ulaanbaatar  
 

About disbursing the funds 
 
It ORDERS based on the Clause 29.2 of the Article 29 of the Mongolian Law on Administrative 
and Territorial Units and their Governance; Paragraph 41.2.2 of the Article 41 of the Law on 
Budget; Clause 104.1 and 104.3 of the Article 104 of the General Administrative Law; Clause 
189.1 of the Article 189 of the Civil Code; “General Negotiation of Financing Ger Area 
Development Investment Program” concluded by and between the Government of Mongolia and 
the Asian Development Bank signed on 9 December 2013; Decree #20/19 of 2019 issued by the 
Capital City Council’s Meeting, and the Decree #23/15 of 2019 by the Capital City Council’s 
Meeting: 
 
1. To approve to pay MNT1,547,166.080 (one billion, five hundred forty-seven million one 

hundred sixty-six thousand MNT and eighty) as shown in the Appendix 1 for the additional 
compensation for the land, immovable property and assets including the transitional assistance 
of 260 people affected by the auto road, engineering pipelines and network construction works 
to be built within the scope of the Bayankhoshuu sub center development implemented with 
the support of the Asian Development Bank’s loan financing. 
 

2. To approve to pay MNT1,587,825,160 (one billion, five hundred eighty-seven million eight 
hundred twenty-five thousand one hundred sixty MNT) as shown in the Appendix 2 for the 
additional compensation for the land, immovable property and assets including the transitional 
assistance of 213 people affected by the auto road, engineering pipelines and network 
construction works to be built within the scope of the Selbe sub center development 
implemented with the support of the Asian Development Bank’s loan financing. 

 
3. To permit the Finance and Treasury Department of the Ulaanbaatar City Mayor’s Office (E. 

Gankhuu) to disburse the funds required for paying the additional compensation shown in the 
Appendices of this Ordinance to the affected persons from the Ulaanbaatar city budget, loan 
repayment of the “Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Area Development Investment Program- Project 1 & 
2”, which is being implemented with the soft loan financed by the Asian Development Bank, 
and reflected in the 2019 Municipality Budget. 

 
4. To charge the Land Administration Agency of the Municipality (A. Enkhmanlai) to conclude the 

compensation payment agreements with the affected persons as stipulated in the relevant laws 
and regulations and take land acquisition measures within the timeline agreed in those 
agreements. 

 
 
MAYOR OF ULAANBAATAR AND  
GOVERNOR OF THE CAPITAL CITY    S. AMARSAIKHAN 
 

(Stamp and signature) 
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 MAYOR’S ORDINANCE A/421 

 
ORDINANCE OF THE CAPITAL CITY’S MAYOR 

 
25 March 2020   Reference #: A/421   Ulaanbaatar 
 

On annulling some sections of the annex to the ordinance  
 

Based on the Clause 29.1.2, 29.2 of the Article 29 of the Mongolian Law on Administrative 
and Territorial Units; “General Financing Agreement” signed by and between the Government of 
Mongolia and the Asian Development Bank on 9 December 2013 and “Safeguards’ Policy 
Statement” of the Asian Development Bank; Clause 10.4 of the “General Memorandum of 
Understanding for the Problem Solving of a complaint lodged with the Office of the Special Project 
Facilitator, Asian Development Bank” signed on 2 July 2018; and the “Guidelines on organizing 
the allocation of the land plots or social housing option for non-title holder households affected by 
the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas Development Investment Program” issued by the First Deputy 
Mayor of the Capital City in charge of the Development Policy on 20 September 2019, it ORDERS: 
 

1. Following the Mayor’s Advisory Council’s 7th meeting minutes held on 12 March 2020 and 
the conclusion made from the “Capital City’s Land Fund Steering Committee’s” meeting, 
to invalidate the Sections “2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 23, 26, 30, 34, 42, 43, 44, 51, 52, 
54, 59, 69, 70, 72, 73, 81, 88, 91, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 102, 104, 106” from a list related 
to the Capital City’s Property Use and Management Department, annexed to the Mayor’s 
ordinance A/287 issued on 11 April 2019.  
 

2. In relation to issuing this ordinance and pursuant to the relevant laws and regulations, to 
charge the Capital City’s Land Management Agency /A. Enkhmanlai/ to organize the 
activities for allocating the land, which was retained at above mentioned 36 locations for 
possession of people affected by the land acquisition under the “Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger 
Areas Development Investment Program”.  

 
 

MAYOR OF ULAANBAATAR AND GOVERNOR OF THE CAPITAL CITY 
S. AMARSAIKHAN 

 
/Stamp and Signature/ 
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MAYOR’S ORDINANCE A/422 

 
25 March 2020   Reference #: A/422   Ulaanbaatar 
 

On revising the size of entitled land 
 

Based on the Clause 29.2 of the Article 29 of the Mongolian Law on Administrative and 
Territorial Units; Clause 21.2.3, 21.2.4 of the Article 21, Clause 33.1.1 of the Article 33, Clause 
37.2 of the Article 37 of the Law on Land; City Council Premium Members’ Decree #5/14 of 2014; 
“General Financing Agreement” signed by and between the Government of Mongolia and the 
Asian Development Bank on 9 December 2013 and “Safeguards’ Policy Statement” of the Asian 
Development Bank; Clause 10.4 of the “General Memorandum of Understanding for the Problem 
Solving of a complaint lodged with the Office of the Special Project Facilitator, Asian Development 
Bank” signed on 2 July 2018; and the “Guidelines on organizing the allocation of the land plots or 
social housing option for non-title holder households affected by the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas 
Development Investment Program” issued by the First Deputy Mayor of the Capital City in charge 
of the Development Policy on 20 September 2019, it ORDERS: 
 

1. Following the Mayor’s Advisory Council’s 7th meeting minutes held on 12 March 2020, 
to revise a size of the land possessed by the “Capital City’s Housing Corporation” for 
residential housing purposes, from 1140870m2 to 967650m2, which is located in the 
west of existing ger area in Moringiin Davaa, at the territory of Kahn-Uul District’s 10th 
Khoroo and allow to possess for 15 years. 
 

2. Pursuant to the relevant laws and regulations, to charge the Capital City’s Land 
Management Agency /A. Enkhmanlai/ to organize the activities for allocating the land, 
which was retained from the locations possessed by the “Capital City’s Housing 
Corporation”, Municipality-Owned Enterprise for possession of people affected by the 
land acquisition under the “Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas Development Investment 
Program”.  

 
3. To charge the “Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas Development Investment Program” 

Project Management Office /D. Avirmed/ to resolve infrastructure issues at the 
locations, where people will resettle in compliance with the national policy on reducing 
the air and environmental pollution. 

 
4. In relation to issuing this ordinance, to invalidate the Section “24” from a list related to 

the “Capital City’s Housing Corporation”, Municipality-Owned Enterprise annexed to 
the Mayor’s ordinance #A/543 issued on 17 July 2017.  

 
 

MAYOR OF ULAANBAATAR AND GOVERNOR OF THE CAPITAL CITY 
S. AMARSAIKHAN 

 
/Stamp and Signature/ 
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MAYOR’S ORDINANCE A/675 
 
19 May 2020   Reference #: A/675   Ulaanbaatar 
 

On Granting the Land Possession Entitlement  
 

Based on the Clause 29.2 of the Article 29 of the Mongolian Law on Administrative and 
Territorial Units; Clause 21.2.3, 21.2.4 of the Article 21, of the Law on Land; “General Financing 
Agreement” signed by and between the Government of Mongolia and the Asian Development 
Bank on 9 December 2013 and “Safeguards’ Policy Statement” of the Asian Development Bank; 
Clause 10.4 of the “General Memorandum of Understanding for the Problem Solving of a 
complaint lodged with the Office of the Special Project Facilitator, Asian Development Bank” 
signed on 2 July 2018; and the “Guidelines on organizing the allocation of the land plots or social 
housing option for non-title holder households affected by the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas 
Development Investment Program” issued by the First Deputy Mayor of the Capital City in charge 
of the Development Policy on 20 September 2019; and the Mayor’s Ordinance A/355 of 2020, it 
ORDERS: 
 

1. Pursuant to the conclusions made by the Capital City’s Land Management Agency, and 
the Urban Development Department’s jointly formed “Land and Urbanization Technical 
Council”, to grant the Land Entitlement to 144 citizens listed in the Annex to this Ordinance. 
 

2. Pursuant to the relevant laws and regulations, to charge the Capital City’s Land 
Management Agency /A. Enkhmanlai/ for concluding the land entitlement contracts with 
the citizens listed in the annex to this ordinance, issuing the land possession certificates 
and monitoring the implementation.  

 

 
 

MAYOR OF ULAANBAATAR AND GOVERNOR OF THE CAPITAL CITY 
S. AMARSAIKHAN 

 
/Stamp and Signature/ 
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MAYOR’S ORDINANCE A/1214 

 
21 October 2020   Reference #: A/1214   Ulaanbaatar 
 

On Granting the Land Possession Entitlement  
 

Based on the Clause 29.2 of the Article 29 of the Mongolian Law on Administrative and 
Territorial Units; Clause 21.2.3, 21.2.4 of the Article 21, of the Law on Land; “General Financing 
Agreement” signed by and between the Government of Mongolia and the Asian Development 
Bank on 9 December 2013 and “Safeguards’ Policy Statement” of the Asian Development Bank; 
Clause 10.4 of the “General Memorandum of Understanding for the Problem Solving of a 
complaint lodged with the Office of the Special Project Facilitator, Asian Development Bank” 
signed on 2 July 2018; and the “Guidelines on organizing the allocation of the land plots or social 
housing option for non-title holder households affected by the Ulaanbaatar City’s Ger Areas 
Development Investment Program” issued by the First Deputy Mayor of the Capital City in charge 
of the Development Policy on 20 September 2019; and the Mayor’s Ordinance A/355 of 2020, it 
ORDERS: 
 

1. Pursuant to the conclusions made by the Capital City’s Land Management Agency, and 
the Urban Development Department’s jointly formed “Land and Urbanization Technical 
Council”, to grant the Land Entitlement to 38 citizens listed in the Annex to this Ordinance. 
 

2. In relation to issuing this ordinance, to invalidate the Section “4” and “5” of the appendix 
to the Capital City Mayor’s Ordinance #A/675 issued on 19 May 2020 “On Granting the 
land possession entitlement”.  
 

3. Pursuant to the relevant laws and regulations, to charge the Capital City’s Land 
Management Agency /A. Enkhmanlai/ for concluding the land entitlement contracts with 
the citizens listed in the annex to this ordinance, issuing the land possession certificates 
and monitoring the implementation.  

 
 
 

FIRST DEPUTY MAYOR OF THE ULAANBAATAR CITY IN CHARGE OF THE 
DEVELOPMENT POLICY 

 
J. BATBAYASGALAN 

 
/Stamp and Signature/ 
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COMPLAINANT BENEFICIARIES OF THE SMALL-SCALE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
(COMPLAINT ONE) 

 
BATTULGA RAVZANA & SARAN RAVZANA, Complainants  
 
They are siblings and currently live near one another. Both of them were very satisfied with their 
complaint resolution and their engagement in the SSTA. 
 

 
 
R. Battulga grows various vegetables in his yard and he has clients who come to buy his 
vegetables from the site. He was happy that his income has increased. 
 

 
 
He built this house for his sister R. Saran, complainant after they received their compensation. 
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As a part of SSTA, R. Battulga attended the Green Housing Training and currently has 2 green 
houses, where he grows green-house vegetables. 
 
ENKH-AMGALAN Davaa, Complainant  
 
After receiving the compensation, she bought 2-room apartment in 13rd Khoroolol, Bayanzurkh 
District, close the city center. As a part of SSTA, she attended the accountant’s skills’ training and 
successfully completed.  
 

 
 
D. Enkh-Amgalan wrote the following note expressing her gratitude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using our compensation money, we bought an 
apartment and we are very happy that we live in 
an apartment now. I am also very happy that I 
have engaged in the Livelihood Support Program 
and attended the accountant’s training. As a 
result of this project, our life has dramatically 
changed. Thank you for helping to improve our 
livelihood.  

D. Enkh-Amgalan, 20 August 2020  
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AGIBODI A. (Boldmaa’s husband), Complainant  
 
Agibodi is a carpenter. After receiving his compensation, he built this workshop. On the 1st floor, 
Agibodi has his carpenter’s workshop; on the 2nd floor his sister has her sewing and tailoring 
workshop. He continues to receive his clients at this workshop.   
 

 
 
Agibodi has benefited from the Livelihood Support SSTA and received equipment which helped 
him to produce different types of wood products, this machine he received saves labour and 
improves productivity. 
 

 
 
 
ENKHTUYA Ganbat, Complainant  
 
After receiving the compensation, Enkhtuya G. bought 2-room apartment in Moscow Khoroolol, 
Songino Khairkhan District. As a part of SSTA, she attended the Occupational Health and Safety 
Specialist’s skills’ training and successfully completed. She was one of the active complainants 
during the problem-solving process. She was very happy that her livelihood is improved and she 
no longer need to burn coal, or transport water from the kiosks. 
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She wanted to express her gratitude to the team. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OYUNTUGS Tserendorj and ENKHMUNKH Zinamider, Complainants 
 
Oyuntugs Ts is the Head of the Zurgaan Buudal NGO. As a result of the SSTA activities, she and 
her daughter Z. Enkhmunkh has received the Green House facilities and they were happy 
benefiting from the vegetables that they grow in their Green House.   
 

 

We, as citizens got united, addressed to the non-governmental organization and 
to OSPF, the ADB’s complaint resolution mechanism. As a result, our complaints 
have been resolved. Thanks to the Livelihood Support Program, I attended the 
skills training, which was very helpful for my livelihood. I feel so proud and thankful. 
I wish, in the future all projects implemented in Mongolia, to have the similar 
complaint resolution mechanism with the same principles. One of the results of 
any urban development project is to avoid negatively affecting the persons.    

- G. Enkhtuya, 21 August 2020 
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BAASANSUREN Tseveenravdan, ENKHBAYAR Ts, ENKHZAYA Ts, Complainants 
 
Enkhzaya Ts and her brothers, are among the few complainants from Bayankhoshuu Subcenter. 
After receiving the compensation, the landlord Ts. Enkhzaya bought an apartment; co-landlord 
Ts. Enkhbayar bought a new land with house and Ts. Baasansuren, non-title holder has received 
the land. He has also benefited from the Lievlihood Support Program, received auto mechanic’s 
tools and equipment, which helped him to ease his auto repair and maintenance service delivery.   
 

 
Ts. Baasansuren is talking to M. Khaliun, SSTA Consultant. 

 

 
Ts. Enkhbayar, Ts. Baasansuren and his family members with Nandia Batsaikhan, OSPF Facilitator. 
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Ts. Baasansuren provided the following appreciation note to the team.  
 

 

There were 3 households living at the address BBU-10-
14. Thanks to Livelihood Support Program, all 3 
households are living now happy life separately. We are 
all employed and we enjoy our improved life. Thank you 
all of you. This is a result of lodging a complaint. We are 
glad that our complaint was resolved.  

- Ts. Baasansuren, 18 September 2020 
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COMPLAINANT BENEFICIARIES OF THE TRANSACTIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
(COMPLAINT TWO) 

 
ODGARAV Ts., Complainant  
Odgarav Ts is a metalsmiths-man. After receiving the compensation, he is now expanding his 
repair shop and Odgarav shared his satisfaction with how his complaint was resolved and how 
well he has benefited from the Livelihood Support Program. He received arc-welding equipment 
as a part of SSTA, which helped him to produce different types of quality products. 
 

 
 
MUNKHJARGAL Adiyasuren, Complainant  
Munkhjargal A is one of the non-title holders, who have actually moved to their new land and 
settled. He was happy that his land is cleaned and the old house, what was on his new land, was 
demolished, so that he has more space.  
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SARANTUYA T., Complainant  
Sarantuya was one of the out-spoken leaders among the complainants for Complaint Two. After 
receiving the compensation, she bought the new land and now settled on her new land. She has 
benefited from the Livelihood Support Program through receiving special sewing machine, which 
helped her to produce more attires, which eventually helped her to generate more income.   
 

 
 

T. Sarantuya provided the following appreciation note. 
 

 
 

Engaging in the Livelihood Restoration Program, the 
quality, quantity of my products and productivity of my 
sewing labour has improved. I am very satisfied with the 
SSTA activities. As a result, I feel psychologically relaxed 
and my income has increased. I have my own land, and 
I am happy for that. My complaint is resolved. 

 
T. Sarantuya, 14 September 2020 


